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Share lessons your business and you
have learnt through the COVID-19 crisis
This pandemic has shown us that anything is possible when it comes to scenarios that impact

our businesses. One positive is our ability to improve business process. Therefore, we need to
use our learnings from this pandemic to enhance our preparedness moving forward (to the
next phase of COVID-19 or other situations into the future). We are interested in what you
have learnt long the way. Please share, some questions that may help prompt your response:

• What worked well during the crisis?
• What didn’t work well?
• What could be done differently?
• What surprises did the team handle during the crisis?
• What challenges arose that were not anticipated?
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Return to Office
Workstream Planning

Who is Ready to Return to the office?
Share your answer
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Our Approach
Determine your
“PERFORM” Triggers

Understand the
Pandemic Phase

New Norm

Our 4 Step approach
to successfully
PERFORM during the
COVID-19 Pandemic

Take a Velocity RiskBased Approach

Return
Observe

Withstand

Planning for ambiguity:
Consider the Knowns
and Unknowns

Phases of a pandemic
PHASE 1: Observing the major impacts
Economic shutdown

Social Distancing measures

Household coping
mechanisms

Financial Stimulus

Working from home

PHASE 2: Withstanding the impact
Businesses shutdown or
hibernate

Reinvention of supply chains
and operating models

Increased infection rates

Widespread shutdowns and
lockdowns

Increased Government
response

PHASE 3: Returning to normalcy
Infection rates slow

Immunity increases through infection
or vaccination

Economic activity restarts

Offices begin to re-open

PHASE 4: Developing new industry dynamics and norms
B2C and B2B behaviours see lasting change

Competition dynamics change

Business Recovery in the new world

To date, or not to date, that is the
question:
• Separate to Government outlines, do we
set a return to office date to provide
structure and certainty?
• The date would obviously move
outwards if the Government guidelines
were not promoting return to office

Share your answer

• Is this something you would support or
prefer?
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Workstream Considerations
• RTW determined by government protocols and work safe protocols first, organisation guidelines second
• Psychological Safety of all involved
• Core RTW protocol determined by requirement of role. Ie. Should a role be required at work vs requirement to maintain
working from home
•

Recent study of another client indicated 65% of people only wanted to return 3 days per week

• Development of general protocols to be distributed to all offices
•

Consider who receives the protocol and who delivers the message

• Consideration of logistics required to deliver protocol
•

Eg the timelines required to set up. I.e. cleaning will take how long, once gov’t relaxes restrictions how will long will it take to…

• FAQ where appropriate developed for broad communication (I.e. all staff emails)
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How Ready Are You Logistically for RTW?
Share your answer
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Examples of Regulation Timelines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State determined
Govt reduces restrictions to 500
Govt reduces restrictions to 100
Kids returning / School requirements
Partial return to work for essential services – eg dentists etc
Full return for essential services
Partial return for non–essential
Full return for non-essential

Psychological Safety
•

Gather data through surveys, workshops, conversations

•

Personal motivation to return to work

•

•

•

•

Survey of staff on requirements

•

I choose not to return

•

Xenophobia – fear of unknown

•

Where will I sit, etc

Reactions to other around you. Eg: someone coughs
•

Proof of health

•

Vaccination

•

Proof of recovery from virus

Ability to speak out with concerns (Confidentiality)
•

Privacy of individuals - where they have travelled etc

•

I am worried about…

3rd party impact – i.e family members, media
•

•

I don’t want you travelling

Workplace Culture
•

productivity – commission vs salary
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Have You Considered Psychological
Safety?
Share your answer
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#

Workstream

1

Office set up - cleaning

2

Office visitor protocols – to office
Visitor protocol from landlords

3

Office internal protocols

4

Transport considerations – driving and commuting

5

Onsite medical issues

6

Confidentiality

7

Leadership development

8

Office set ups (desks etc)

9

Communication protocol – executive, local, team (Int and ext)

10

People impact / Psychological Safety (aligned to leadership development)

11

Workplace operations – times and return to work

12

Consider insurance / duty of care / expectations of people working from home
long term

Sponsor

Reference

Workstreams are organized to Scale…
#

Workstream

1

Office set up - cleaning

2

Office visitor protocols – to office
Visitor protocol from landlords

3

Office internal protocols

4

Transport considerations – driving
and commuting

5

Onsite medical issues

6

Confidentiality

7

Leadership development

8

Office set ups (desks etc)

9

Communication protocol –
executive, local, team (Int and ext)

10

People impact / Psychological
Safety (aligned to leadership
development)

11

Workplace operations – times and
return to work

12

Consider insurance / duty of care /
expectations of people working
from home long term

Sponsor

Status

On track

Key priorities, issues, resources required

Additional resources required

Severe business consideration or outside our control

Procedures and
Protocol Considerations

Instructions for Working in Office

These instructions are as of XX/XX/XX; please be aware that these instructions will be periodically updated
Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, until further notice you must follow these instructions for working from COMPANY offices, which includes
offices xxxxxxxxxx.
•

Return to the office remains a voluntary decision. COMPANY highly recommends that anyone with special circumstances should continue to work
from home

•

You are prohibited from entering the office premises if:
– You have traveled outside of Victoria within the past 14 days (incl. personal travel). For any other destination, please inform your manager, who

should get final advice from XYZ
–

Your home residence is included on the list of residential buildings in which confirmed COVID-19 cases have resided in the past 14 days.
Please note that this list is being updated on a daily basis.

•

Follow all local instructions or guidance relating to quarantines or other health-related protections from the Government

•

Before entering the offices, you must have a personal mask that you can wear while on office premises. If you do not have a mask, please
email ????? at xyz@xyz.com before coming into the office for further instruction. If no mask is available, you will not be allowed to enter the office.

•

Do not enter the office premises unless you have received a temperature check that will be performed at the entry of the COMPANY reception
area on the on xyzth floor. If your body temperature is above 37.2 °C, you may not enter the office premises.

•

When in the office, you must wear a mask whenever you are within two (2) meters distance of any other person, particularly when working in a
group setting.

•

ONLY COMPANY staff will be allowed to access COMPANY offices. Non-COMPANY staff, including external visitors, are prohibited from
entering COMPANY offices at this time and until further notice.

Safety Guidelines for Working in Company Office

These Guidelines are as of XX/XX/XXXX; please be aware that these guidelines will be periodically updated

Recommendations for maintaining a safe work place:
•

When traveling on the train, bus, or minibus, you must wear a mask

•

Avoid unnecessary contact with regularly-used surfaces such as elevator buttons and hand rails.

•

Utilize the available alcohol wipes to wipe down regularly-used surfaces such as keyboards, mobile phones, AirPods, headsets and
other devices.

•

Wash your hands often and thoroughly with soap and water for a period of at least 20 seconds.

•

Hand sanitizers will be in place in multiple locations. Please ensure that you apply to your hands regularly.

•

Do not share food, drink bottles or utensils.

•

When using the toilet, please place the lid down before flushing.

•

Meeting rooms will remain open, but maximum capacity will be observed and group meetings should be minimized.

•

When in the office, keep internal group meetings to no longer than 2 hours.

•

Attempt to keep a minimum distance of two (2) meters between yourself and other persons in the office where it can be reasonably done,
and wear a mask whenever you are within two (2) meter distance from another person.

•

Utilise all of COMPANY’s technologies such as Skype and video calls instead of face-to-face contact to engage with external
stakeholders.

•

Respect the rules and restrictions imposed by customers who may also wish to avoid unnecessary work-related social contact during this
time.

•

Practice a high degree of caution regarding your health. If you begin to feel unwell or start coughing, inform your manager that you will
be leaving the office and seek attention from a medical professional.

Protocol in Case of an Employee Feeling Unwell in the Office

as ofmember
XX/XX/XXXX;
please bethat
aware
that are
thesefeeling
protocolsunwell
may be periodically
updated
If aare
staff
indicates
they
or presenting
symptoms of COVID19 while in the office, the following protocol must be followed by the staff member
•

The Nursing Mother’s focus room has been set up as an isolation room, with landline setup.

•

Any employee who presents the following clinical symptoms of COVID-19 (fever, malaise, dry cough shortness of
breath while in the office), should isolate themselves in the Nursing Mother’s focus room for self-quarantine and turn
others away from opening the door.

•

From the Nursing Mother’s focus room, the employee should call HR (XYZ) and your line manager to report her or his
situation immediately

•

HR to call “000” ambulance

•

HR to connect with employee’s emergency contact and advise them

•

If COVID-19 diagnostic is confirmed:
- HR to report the case to the DHHS
- Office shutdown decision to be communicated to all staff immediately

Confidentiality Requirements
•

Colleague confidentiality

•

If you are infected with 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19) or suspect you or someone else is infected, do
advise by phone or email your affiliate Human Resources lead or XYZ of Human Resources. They will treat this
information with appropriate confidentiality and take the appropriate actions to support the impacted staff
member and to protect others.

•

All staff must maintain the confidentiality of personal health-related information, including any information
related to COVID-19, as restricted information which should be shared on a need to know basis only and in
accordance with COMPANY’s privacy and confidential information policies.

Information relating to FACILITIES cleaning & hygiene at one island east
are as of XX/XX/XXXX; please be aware that this information will be updated if there are changes

Additional information relating to office cleaning and hygiene:
•

COMPANY has contracted an additional cleaning service to maintain office cleanliness and hygiene of all common
areas.

•

Our office manager will be checking temperatures of people attending XYZ Office.

•

management will arrange that bathrooms are cleaned 4 times during the day and once after office hours.

•

If additional cleaning services are deemed necessary for COMPANY’s offices on an ad hoc basis, COMPANY will
arrange them.

•

COMPANY’s offices will be disinfected on XX/XX/XXXX.

•

Common areas are now being cleaned with 1:99 disinfectant.

•

Ascertain update on filtration systems. Eg: management informed COMPANY that all air-conditioning AHU’s have
several layers of filters installed. The filters are cleaned on a bi-annual basis, with the last clean completed in
December 2019.

•

The fresh air intake set to allow for maximum fresh air flow within the building. Please note that air flow is limited to a
single floor, rather than across a ‘zone’ of multiple floors.

Guest Speakers

xxx

xxxx
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